We reviewed our anesthetic practice in Calgary with respect to the sterilization/disinfection of bronchoscopes used by anesthesiologists to effect airway access and not to perform biopsies or bronchoalveolar lavage. After each use, all Calgary Zone Department of Anesthesia bronchoscopes are manually cleaned and then sterilised or undergo high-level disinfection (HLD), according to Alberta Health Services (AHS) Infection Prevention and Control (IP&C) standards. The scopes are not reprocessed every 12 hr. Bronchoscopes are used so frequently that each scope is used and cleaned about every seven days. With respect to patient safety and financial/human resources, if we were to process our bronchoscopes every 12 hr by HLD, it could have a significant, negative effect on patient care. During the additional cleaning times for sterilization/HLD disinfection, bronchoscopes would not be available to anesthesiologists because of the long processing turnaround times and lack of general inventory of these expensive items. Also, additional sterilization/HLD disinfection could have a significant, negative effect on bronchoscope availability due to increased scope breakage from additional handling during processing and increased ''wear and tear'' on the scopes from multiple processing cycles. Average repair costs are CAD 7,000. In the event a scope cannot be repaired, a new scope must then be purchased at a cost approaching CAD 25,000.
The current storage practice in three of four adult hospitals in the Calgary Zone Department of Anesthesia is to have the bronchoscopes preassembled by an anesthesia respiratory therapist. Some of the scopes are hung in a special cabinet in the operating room storage area. Other scopes are on a dedicated Difficult Airway Management Cart. This practice ensures that an anesthesiologist has a bronchoscope fitted with the correct connectors and working (light, focus, suction), ready for use in an emergency.
Recently, AHS IP&C has required that we implement the CSA recommendations in 11.8.2. This poses two problems: 1) space is limited on the difficult airway management cart for sterile bronchoscope containers and 2) assembly of the bronchoscope is impractical in an emergency if clinical support by an anesthesia respiratory therapist is not available. The latter point is of concern, given the difficulty and time required for assembly by an anesthesiologist whose attention is focused on maintaining a patient's difficult/challenging airway. To address AHS's requirement, we have proposed the availability and use of disposable bronchoscopes at an added start-up cost to the department of CAD 11,800.
Alberta Health Services' adoption of the CSA recommendations suggests that patients are currently at risk of harm from current practices. 3 We are still actively pursuing evidence-based conclusions that support changing to the CSA recommendations.
